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The still waters of the
pond are echoed by the
swimming pool, where
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Throughout the garden,
changes in levels are marked
by pedestal urns like this
pair filled wilh Pennisetum
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&

setaceu m'Purpureum' and
trailing purple petunias.

a large, flat limestone
rock is used as a diving
platform, lending a hint
of naturalism to the
pool, as though it were
an oldjash ioned
swimming hole.
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Don Quixotes, dreaming impossible dreams-of resurrecting
the pot-bound and the withered, or of optimistica\ struggling to raise bananas in Bozeman. Such ambitious activities
green-thumbed to being
rooted atliniry for pumpkins-happily explains: "It's hard to tell where I
begin and squash ends."
It all started innocently enough, growing up on Long Island
with parents who owned Goldman's Italian American Grocery
Store. "I seemed to have this natural talent for veg growing,"
remembers Amy. "I started ofT with hybrid vegetables exclusively, but it wasn't long before I came across Rosalind Creasyt
book, CooAing from the Cdrden, and from there learned all about
heritage varieties.The next thing I knew it was 1990, and I was
showing my heirloom vegetables at the county fair-and winnrngl It just brought out my natural competitive instincts."
escalate a gardener fi'om being merely
obsessed,

or

as

Amy Goldman-who
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are bdautiful. Here,
chives and lavender are
used to edge a bed of
French beans in the
isolation garden.
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Even vegelable gardens
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has a deeply

And, it might be added, the urge to do something chalienging. Because, as Amy's vegetable love grew and bore fruit, so did
her involvement with an organization cal1ed Seed Savers
Exchange, where she is now vice president ofthe board ofdirectors. "Our agriculture is monolithically nronocultural, which is
a potentially dangerous state ofallairs, and one that rs not even
particular\ econornically sound," says Amy. "Yet individuals can
make a diflerence simply by supporting small farm enterprises
through local farmeri markets and by demanding older varieties that they can also cultivate in their own gardens."
At her home near Rhinebeck, NewYork,Amy has a diverse
garden that incorporates two sizable vegetable gardens-one
devoted to her seed-saving research and the cultivation of
"a ridiculous amount of stuff. Iti the main production area, also
known as Amyt Folly," she laughs. Her wilLingness to rise to r
challenge extends to her purchase, in 1988, ofa late-1Sth-century farmhouse as her home, and the transformation of the surrounding i 50 acres into an ornanental garden, kitchen garden,
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and orchard, in spite of the fact that the land had-since L734
and the earliest days of settlement in the area-been labeled as
"bad." Yet Amy was enchanted by the fieldstone walls and the
romance and architectural mystery of the old farmhouse that
started life as a r\,vo-room building but is now enlarged into a
spacious rural retreat.

Outside, beyond the drive and just a short stroll from the
house, is the ornamental garden composed of perennial flower
borders, flowering shrubs, the greenhouse, and a smal1 isolation garden hemmed by a white picket fence. The heirloom
plants grown here are open-pollinated, and by segregating
them by a distance of half a mile from other varieties with
which they could cross, Amy can be sure that the seed will

be true to type and not the result of cross-pollination.
Repeated additions of well-rotted pond muck, leaf mold, and
composted vegetable waste have improved the soii quality over
the years, and the garden is managed organically.
A11 the while, Amy continues on her learning curve, and
anyone who meets her can only be heartened by her self-deprecating explanations ofjust what it took to become a threetime grand champion squash grower. "In those early days of
growing and showing, it was all about appearances. So I had to
figure out how to grow immaculate zucchini, which I did by
growing them in Ziplocl:ags. No one else was meshugge enough
to give their veggies little protective raincoats," laughs Amy.
And few gardeners have the resolve to pursue a complete
knowledge and understanding of their champion vegetable.Yet
Amy has shouldered that task, too, consuiting the best in the
field. In particular, Glenn Drowns at Seed Savers Exchange in
Decorah, Iowa, who told her what she needed to know about
the Cucurbitaceae farnily, which includes her beloved squash.
This knowledge she shares with other vegeholics in her recently
published book, The Compleat Sqwash: A Passionate Crower's
Guide to Pumpkins, Squashes and Gourds (Artisan, $40).
Martha Stewart once described Amy as "a vegetable-rights

activist."

But it

goes further

than that.The commitment and
resolve of people like Amy to
champion change on environmental and ecological issues has
kicked up our awareness that
what happens on a local level-

and that includes in our own
backyards-can have positive

ramifications
stage.

Itt

on the

larger

said that mighty oaks

from little acorns grow And it
is true. Nothing is as miraculous as a seed.

*

Garden design: Mary Riley Smith

For more information, see sources on
page 206.
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